HEAVY DUTY PIPE CLAMP (COOPER B-LINE B3132 PIPE CLAMP OR EQUAL) STAINLESS STEEL GRADE 316

NUT TOP AND BOTTOM W/FLAT WASHER (2)

J-BOLT (STAINLESS STEEL AND THREADED FOR CONNECTION TO PIPE CLAMP) OR ALL THREADED ROD W/ 2 NUTS AND WASHERS (STAINLESS STEEL 316SS).

NOTES:

1. J-BOLT DIAMETER:
   - PIPE DIAMETER LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 6"; 7/8", 6" & 8" PIPE: 1", 10" = 1-1/4".
   - PIPE DIAMETER GREATER THAN 12": 1-1/2".

2. TIGHTEN TOP NUTS TO TENSION BOLTS.

3. TIGHTEN LOWER NUTS TO COMPRESS CLAMP SNUG.